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Savage XS Flux Ford SVT Raptor RTR, 1/10 Scale, 4WD, Brushless, w/ 2.4GHz Radio System 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 

Price with discount $321.99

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $321.99

Sales price without tax $321.99

Discount 

Tax amount 
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Cars/Trucks: SAVAGE XS FLUX FORD F150 SVT RAPTOR
 

The Savage XS Flux packs in everything you know and love about the neck snapping, standing backflip-capable Savage Flux! A ridiculously
powerful Flux brushless powerplant to provide you with the most menacing speed runs, legendary Savage durability that passes the bashing
exam with flying colors, innovative TVP technology for a class leading design, and extreme monster truck appearance and ground clearance to
conquer it all.

The compact Savage XS Flux is just 2/3 the size of a standard Savage, so it's the perfect size for backyard tracks and smaller areas. The
Savage XS Flux is built tough with an all-metal drivetrain so it can handle giant jumps and speeds over 65mph! The 4WD system provides
excellent traction on any off-road or on-road surface you can throw at it. And it's all built with legendary Savage toughness so you spend more
time driving and less time wrenching.

The Savage XS Flux is ready to go right out of the box, including a 2.4GHz radio system and 3S-capable Flux brushless system. Just add your
favorite Li-Po battery pack like the HPI Plazma 7.4V or 11.1V batteries and start driving!

This edition of the Savage XS Flux also features the amazing Ford SVT Raptor!

The 65+ MPH Savage XS Flux - The World's Fastest Mini Monster Truck. PERIOD.

Features:

Chassis: TVP (Twin Vertical Plate) formed from two 0.196" (5mm) thick chassis plates with diff cases at both ends for added stiffness
and integrated carrying handle
Brushless Motor: 4000kV
Radio: 2.4GHz HPI pistol grip with SF10W waterproof servo
Tires: 2.2" GT2, center tread lines for stability on paved surfaces blocky tread pattern & heavy duty sidewall teeth for off-road grip
Wheels: 2.2" Warlock with black chrome finish, 12mm aluminum hex hubs

 

Specifications:

Length: 14.2" (360mm)
Width: 11" (280mm)
Wheelbase: 8.8" (225mm)
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